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The Yearbook of the form 7th«B». 

It’ll be about our life and holidays. First of all we’ll write about 

the beginning of the new school year.  We’ll tell about 

interesting hobbies our students have. We’ll share the opinions 

about relationships between girls and boys, about friendship 

and love. The book should contain a lot of photos, useful 

information, pictures. It's great fun to look at them. The cover 

should be very colorful and look modern. The first page of our 

Yearbook will be about our best students. 
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The teacher: M. S. Kozlova. 

                

The designer: Ekaterina Spirkina 

The painter: Alyona Elinova  

 

 The photographer: Anastasia Ezhova  

 

The computer girls: Kristina Manoshina and Darya                        

Dormidontova 
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The beginning of the new 

school year. 
"Summer vocation is over. I'm 

at school again. I'm happy to 

go back to school because I see 

my friends and teachers. I am 

sure that I have to work hard in the classroom 

and get good knowledge at school. My school is famous for its 

high quality of education."                                                                                                                   

Nastya Ezhova. 

 

        

 "Today is the first of September. It is a holiday 

for us. Everyone is happy to meet each other. I 

am looking forward to school, because 

knowledge will help me to become a good 

specialist in my     future." 

Egor Pavlov. 

"I'm happy to be at school again 

 I like my favorite subject English.  

I like to discuss something interesting, to 

debate, to have discussions in small groups 

and to create role-playing games."  

                                                                                  Frol   Kartashov. 
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The leader of the form. 
Katya Spirkina is the leader of our form. Katya is very sociable. 

She is a good friend, she always helps in difficult situations. 

More than that, Katya is generous and keeps her promises. 

Besides she is a good student. She always gets good marks and 

is helpful to others. She is fond of reading books, dancing. It's 

very interesting to talk with her about latest events in the world 

of art. Katya is a good-looking girl and she wears nice clothes.  

"I am fond of aerobics. I really like going to the gym and doing 

aerobics. A healthy lifestyle is an absolute trend of our days. My 

coach is a very important person for me. She gives advice on 

exercises, makes a plan of training and helps me."   

                                     Katya Spirkina.  
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Reading is an important 

leisure activity. 
Dasha is keen on reading. She thinks it is useful and necessary 

to know  a lot. There are many ways of getting knowledge. She 

is sure that we can't live without books.  

Dasha thinks reading is important because it expands outlook. 

Serious literature could help to solve some life problems, learn 

more about countries and people, about our world. She says 

that we can learn many interesting things from different fields 

of life by reading. Sometimes reading books is the perfect way 

to relax and to spend free time. She prefers to read books about 

the history of our country. Dasha thinks that the past helps us to 

understand the present. 
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The excursion to Tarchany 
At the English lesson our teacher advised as to go Tarchany to 

learn more about our native poet Mikhail Yuryevich Lermontov. 

We went there by bus. It took 4 hours to get there. The weather 

was very nice. We could watch the passing scenery through the 

window. The view of the estate impressed us greatly. There 

were so many beautiful roses and other amazing flowers in the 

gardens. Everything was very interesting. The excursion was 

very useful. We learned new facts   from the private life of our 

native poet. We visited his private chapel, his home and 

beautifully manicured garden. That was definitely worth a day 

trip.  
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In the world of Music and Art. 
Music can cause strong and complex feelings. Anya likes music. 

She has been studying at the music school for five years. She 

plays the domra. She likes folk 

music. Her favorite singer is 

Pelageya. 

When she is free, she likes to 

listen to Oleg Pogudin and 

Marina Devyatova 

 

 

Christina is keen on music too. She has been visiting the music 

school since the second form. 

She plays the piano. 

Christina says that music plays a very important role in her life 

and reflects mood and emotions. Paying attention to classic 

music she takes part in the concerts of such music. These 

concerts make a great impression on us. 

 

Alyona and Nastya are 

interested in painting. They 

graduated from art school. 

They love the landscapes. They 

are very talented. There is something 

in their landscapes that reflects their 

own moods. Summer is their favorite 

season. Their paintings: Trees, 

Nature after Rain reflect their love 

for nature.  
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The excursion to the Museum 
Last week we visited the Museum of Glass in our town. Our 

Museum was established 

in the oldest Russian Glass 

factory. The museum 

contains unique works of 

old glass masters as well 

as the work of present-day 

craftsmen. During its 

function as a Crystal 

factory, it produced 

specially made pieces for 

the Czars family. The 

exhibitions of this rare kind 

of applied art attract many 

visitors from all over the 

world.  
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Where do we get the 

information? 
Lera gets a lot of information through the 

media, especially on television. She watches 

TV to keep up to date. She likes to listen to 

the latest news, especially about politics, as 

she finds it interesting. 

Dasha loves reading magazines. They come 

in different types. These are new magazines for teenagers, 

especially for young girls.  They contain 

 

 

sensational stories about famous people. 

Since she is interested in fashion, she 

always finds articles about brilliant 

fashion and beauty. 
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Health is better than wealth 
Our health depends on many things. One of them is physical 

activity. That's why many students of our form go in for sport. 

Danil Hramtsov is the best tennis player not only in our form but 

also in school. He has been playing for tennis since the 5th form 

and won prizes for several times. He likes to take part in sports 

competitions. Danil says that sport helps him in different ways.  

First of all, sport builds 

character. Besides, it 

teachers him to win and to 

lose. It makes him strong, 

fast and patient. What is 

more, it teachers him 

about life. 

 

Frol’s hobby is playing chess. His grandfather taught him how to 

play chess. To be honest, learning to play chess was not easy. 

But when he had learned to play, chess opened up a whole new 

side for him. Now he is the best chess player in our class and in 

our town. He takes part in various competitions and gets a lot 

of prizes. 
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Daniel and Egor go for skiing because it helps them to keep fit. 

More than that, they would like to become skillful sportsmеn. A 

lot of different competitions 

are held at school, in the 

town, and in our region. They 

take part in them, they try to 

get good results and become 

winners. We are proud of our 

friends. 

 

 

 

«Nowdays it’s very popular to keep a healthy life style. I think 

it’s a quite good tendency. I have 

been skiing since childhood. A lot 

of people influenced my skills and 

taught me new ones. My first 

teacher was my father. After him 

I had a qualified coach. Actually, I 

like many winter activities but 

skiing is the most favorite one. I 

never miss the competitions that 

take place in our region and I certainly watch the various winter 

sports on TV». 

                                              From Danil’s composition 
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Conclusion 

In the conclusion we'd like to mention that it was very 

interesting and useful to make our school Year book. Each of us 

took part in the discussions. We spoke much about our attitude 

to Literature, Music, Art. We wrote compositions about places 

we had visited. We learned so much during our excursions. The 

most important thing is that we had useful practice in writing 

and speaking English. 

 

 


